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Introduction
There re currently vilble two equiwlent descriptions for the class group

of Noetherin integrally closed domain. The older, more direct pproch,
cn be surizeds follows" Let A be Noetherin integrally closed domain
nd let D denote the free belian group with the prime ideals of A of height
one s generators. Let x 0 be n element of A nd consider the element

= l(A/xA). of D. Let R denote the subgroup of D generated by
11 such elements. Then the class group of A, C(A), is the group D/R.
The second pproch will now be described. Let A be Noetherin inte-

grally closed domain. Let denote the ctegory of 11 finitely generated
A-modules M such that M 0 for ll prime ideals of height less thn i. In
other words, e Supp M if nd only if the height of is t least i. From the
exact sequence of ctegories

0 / 0/ 0/ 0

derives n exact sequence of Grothendieck groups

(/) (oI) g(oi) O.

Now K(o/) is Z; the isomorphism is given by

M dime(F @ M)

where F is the field of quotients of A. Therefore

g(o/) Z Im (g(/)).

Im (K(/)) cn be identified s the class group, C(A), of A [2, Chp. 7,
4, n 7, Prop. 17].
In this rticle we generalize both these definitions to prime ideals of height

greter thn 1. Generalizing from the first description sequence of groups,
to be clled C(A (0 i dim A), is obtained; from the second description
sequence of groups, to be clled W(A) (0 i dim A), is obtained.
The groups W(A) re defined for ech commutative Noetherin ring A.

The groups C(A) re defined for those commutative Noetherin rings A
which re locally Mculy.
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